
Tech Enabled Solutions Overview

Improperly paid healthcare claims are a multi-billion dollar problem. Over the last 2 decades, health payers have 
become reliant on claims audit vendors to help manage and reduce claims overpayments. But often, this approach 
to ensuring claims accuracy leaves payers in the dark on the processes, technology, and analytics used to reduce 
and avoid improper payments. As health payers look to streamline costs and improve transparency into payment 
integrity savings to stakeholders, outsourced “black box” models create challenges. 

Learn how ClarisHealth’s tech-enabled solutions offering puts payers in greater control over cost-containment 
strategies, at a lower cost than traditional outsource strategies.  

How Does it Work?
In this model, we are offering 
select first-pass services and 
direct access to Pareo without 
the cost-barriers of a traditional 
technology purchase.

ClarisHealth’s payment integrity 
solutions team will work in your 
instance of Pareo allowing you 
to see real-time performance, 
access key insights, validate 
findings, and more. Our staff 
averages 20+ years of payment 
integrity experience. 

Save up to 50% and control claims cost 
containment with Pareo®

Pareo is a proven platform used by more than 20 health payers 
representing 60 million insured lives.    

Payment Integrity Solutions – Powered by Pareo
Removed from the specifics that power auditing programs, health plans 
may struggle to reduce costs, move concepts upstream to prepay, or easily 
demonstrate payment integrity savings rates. Full control of your payment 
integrity strategy means having transparency into both the audit processes 
and the analytics driving recoveries and avoidance. With this control, payers 
can increase the percentage of claims paid properly the first time, thus 
lowering the amount of contingency fees paid to vendors and minimizing 
provider abrasion.   

The key to reducing these costs is developing and operationalizing an 
internalization strategy. But the expense to hire specialized resources, develop 
analytics, and purchase technology can prevent health plans from breaking 
the cycle of over-reliance on outsourcing.  

Until now. ClarisHealth is offering payers a way to take greater control over 
claims auditing. We’re industry veterans who’ve worked at, built, and even founded leading payment integrity 
service vendors. And we’ve seen how black box models limit progress and innovation. We’ve created a solution 
that goes further than any other payment integrity solution in offering you transparency and control over cost 
containment by giving you direct access to our program components.    

Traditional
Engagement

 y Portal
 y Reports
 y QBRs

ClarisHealth

 y Audit Status
 y Audit Workflows
 y Findings
 y Concept Library
 y Performance
 y Dashboard
 y Real-time Reports

See Value Sooner 

 y Select services 
 y Your own instance of Pareo 
 y No upfront technology 

implementation fees 
 y Total visibility into our 

analytics, processes, and 
results 

Our technology-enabled 
solutions (TES) model offers 

payers: 

Priced to remove your 
upfront risk



Flexible Delivery Options Maximize Value
Already have a small auditing team? Our clients have 
successfully used Pareo tech-enabled solutions to 
augment temporary staffing needs as well as launch a 
low-risk and high-value proof of concept to build their 
business case, internalize even more work, and recover 
more overpayments using our analytics.  

In our transparent model, you’ll see the results of our 
solution in real-time and can take reporting to leadership 
and other stakeholders that shows the value of an 
internalization program. And with Pareo fully in place, you 
can quickly scale your payment integrity strategy with 
our robust suite of functionality that can be stacked in a 
modular approach according to your changing needs.   

We’re so passionate about the power of Pareo to 
transform payment integrity that we’re offering a solution 
that more payers can engage with. Through lower pricing 
and a tiered approach, you could begin seeing results in as 
little as 4 months.  

Transforming Your Outsourced Payment Integrity 
Strategy
Many vendors will use proprietary technology to power their services. So 
how is this solution different? Unlike traditional outsourced services, our 
TES offering puts our platform, analytics, and processes in your hands. 
And with full visibility into the ROI, when you’re ready, you can easily 
internalize all three to launch a cost-effective (and proven) auditing 
program.  

Our transparent partnership 
model removes the black box 

of traditional payment integrity 
services. Enabling health plans 

to take back control over claims 
cost is our ultimate goal.  

“
”

With Pareo, our payment integrity services team is able to work more effectively and efficiently by using client-
proven processes, analytics, workflow automation that increases claims throughput, and advanced technology that 
identifies potential overpayments quickly and accurately. With real-time access into claims auditing activity, QBRs 
become more strategic and focus on optimizing your payment integrity operations.  

Services Offered Include:

y Pre- and Post-pay Data Mining
(Duplicate payments, NCCI
edits, proper modifier usage,
contractual rate administration,
high-cost drugs, durable medical
equipment, and more)

y Pre- and Post-pay Complex Audits
(DRG, IBR)

Take Greater Control Over Payment Integrity 

855-4CLARIS | www.clarishealth.com

with a solution that better meets your needs. Contact 
Sales to learn how Pareo® powered solutions can 
benefit you. 
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